Monday, Monday (ba-da ba-da-da-da)
So good to me (ba-da ba-da-da-da)
Monday mornin', it was all I hoped it
would be
Oh Monday mornin', Monday mornin'
couldn't guarantee…

…That Monday evenin' you would
still be here with me
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The talk –
from a planner’s perspective:



Current situation of costal planning
in Iceland
Current tools for environmental
management in Iceland




Taking the tools to use?
Possible next steps

Fast facts

Current situation

:
The coastline of Iceland
measures 4.970 km
(National Land Survey of Iceland)

Competition
between different uses…

Old harbor of Reykjavik, May 2008 Photo Mbl/Rax

and forces...

Western shore of Reykjavik, April 2007

Current tools for environmental
management in Iceland, include:







Several laws predicting the use and
control of the environment
A few ministries (Ministry for the
Environment, Ministry of Fisheries and
Agriculture, Ministry of Communications,
Ministry of Industry and others)
Numerous national agencies

Administered at different governmental
levels (national and local)


In memory of the unknown
bureaucrat. Magnus Tomasson/
Reykjavik

But the managerial tools have to be
well grounded…

Current tools for environmental management…

…must be based on research, knowledge and

skills on how to use the knowledge.

In the case of land use planning - (the process

of deciding future use of the built and natural
environment) – it is crucial to practice policy

planning (to integrate basic knowledge, policy
and planning)
Unfortunately “planning” or
“policymaking” is often
performed as visioning (or wish
list-making) with neither policy
nor plan involved.

Therefore:
The

integration of various acts and cooperation of agencies
may not be effective
Their

role may be clear but the basic elements in their
function may be unclear

An

A fog on the coast, western Iceland

example is the lack of definition of costal zone

Costal

zones are mentioned in the EIA act, and in the
Planning regulation yet without definition
A “definition” can be found in a recent regulation on protection of the
Atlantic salmon against certain disease – i.e.: “costal zone is a part of
a coast, ocean or estuary that is clearly defined in geographical and
geophysical sense”

Current tools for environmental management…
However, there are also cases where we do have clear
rules that should be easy to follow – yet the
implementation and surveillance may not be effectively
performed … an example:
As a general rule there should be a mandatory setback
of 50m from lakes, rivers and ocean (excluding urban
areas) (Planning regulation article 4.15.2)

An aerial view from Þingvellir (Icelanders’ most sacred place)

Photo Kjartan Pétur Sigurðsson, from web: www.photo.is

Is the Planning Act then any good? (if we are both
lacking the basic knowledge of the issues and don't
know how to implement regulations)


As good as we want it to be …


Examples of municipalities that have taking it to a good
use, used is a management tool (Hrunamannahreppur S-

Iceland that is currently effectively encouraging its agricultural
production by limiting other land uses)






EIA and SEA legislation can be used effectively to
improve planning work (yet the policy has to be in place
– whish list is not enough)
The planning process includes framework for public
participation that can be used in educational way

Do we need a new planning legislation?
Yes
 But until then…


A special provision in the Planning Act
could be used for costal zone management:
A regional plan can be developed and adopted for two or
more adjacent municipalities if they so wish and the Planning
Agency approves.

A special regional plan may be adopted in two or more
adjacent municipalities regarding special themes/issues
such as national roads, power- or telecommunication
lines that crosses boundaries of two or more
municipalities.

Final approval of the plan is by the Minister for the
Environment.
An existing examples can be found for el-power lines
and water supply plans.

Could be used for costal zones (as long as they are
defined).

Take the tools we have to use;
Map

out the laws and regulations that apply to costal

zone (SÓ has already done in her thesis)
Defining

key elements – such as costal zone

Mapping

(truly) the elements of costal environment
(natural and man made, incl. among other issues
juridical restrictions)
The

GIS technology is apparently useful

House/Building
Abandoned bldg.
Farming
Distance from the coast

The Coast, visual
assessment
Island
Rocky coast
Sandy shore
Rock
Crag/Cliff
Cape
Coast incl. lagoons

An example from planning work in progress (Alta 2008)

Taking the tools to use and possible next steps:


Strengthen research and the use of knowledge



Make serious policy plans at all governmental levels –
where goals, objectives, policy and plan are as clear
as possible – and if not clear: state just that – don’t
fake it



Use the land use planning framework that exists and
strengthen the intergovernmental cooperation



Use the knowledge and technology that we have,
expand it, improve it

:

We need you, to
strengthen our
knowledge and skills in
this field!

Possible next steps:



Identify the issues (already done here…)
Make agreement between the ministries on supervision
of costal management






Extension of Land use planning law?

Use the legal framework that exists and improve it
Simplify where possible
Make implementation and follow up, real and effective

Thank you

